Ganglion impar radiofrequency ablation for intractable cancer pain: a case report

Abstract
Pelvic and perineal pain are common in patients with malignancy of pelvic organs. Neoplastic invasion of neural tissues and infiltration of organs and sphincters results in severe pain often difficult to manage with pharmacological interventions. Ganglion impar neurolysis is a well documented technique to reduce pain arising from perineal visceral structures such as rectum and anus. We describe the case of a 59 years old woman affected by rectal cancer with drug-refractory severe pain treated with ganglion impar radiofrequency denervation using a trans-sacro-coccygeal approach. The patient reported a significant pain relief lasting up to six months with improved quality of life. Ganglion impar radiofrequency neurolysis is a safe and efficient intervention and should be considered for managing pain arising from pelvic and perineal structures.
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Introduction
Pelvic and perineal pain are common in patients with malignancy of pelvic organs. Neoplastic invasion of neural tissues and infiltration of organs and sphincters results in severe pain whose treatment requires high doses of medications and often results in unsatisfactory pain relief. Ganglion impar neurolysis is a well documented technique to reduce pain arising from perineal visceral structures such as rectum and anus. Sensitive C and Aδ afferent fibers run from visceral structures to the spinal ganglia where the neuron body is located and they run together with the sympathetic fibers innervating splanchnic organs. Afferent sensitive fibers cross the sympathetic ganglia without synapsing in it, therefore, lesioning the sympathetic chain could result in a reduction of pain transmitted through these somatic fibers. Ganglion Impar is the lowest sympathetic ganglia and is formed by the fusion of the two sympathetic chains that are fused at this level forming a oval-shaped structure.

It is usually located in front of the sacral bone in a midline position under the sacro-coccygeal junction crossed by somatic fibers from the perineum, rectum, anus, distal uretra, vagina, penis and scrotum. Anatomical studies showed variations in the localization of this ganglion between the sacro-coccygeal joint and coccyx end. It is mostly located in front of the sacro-coccygeal joint and coccygeal vertebra. We describe a case report which supports the efficacy and safety of ganglion impar denervation in patients with cancer pain.

Case description
We describe the case of a 59 years old woman affected by rectal cancer which was diagnosed in April 2016 and involved the rectum from the anal margin for an extension of 7 cm and extended into the mesorectal lymphonodes without metatases (Figure 1). The patient underwent radiation and chemotherapy to reduce cancer mass. After 6 months, though, a full body CT scan showed a reduction of cancer mass into the rectum (which measured 2.5 cm from the anal margin with no lymphatic involvement) but multiple hepatic metastases were detected. The patient was not proposed for surgery due to the hepatic involvement and was given another chemotherapy cycle comprising cisplatin and fluorouracil. The patient complained of severe pain located in the perianal and perineal region, which was exacerbated by defeation. Basal Numerical Rating Score (NRS) for pain was 8 out of 10 and during defeation the patient reported a NRS of 10. Pharmacological treatment with dexamethasone, transdermal fentanyl and paracetamol didn’t give the patient substantial improvement. The patient was admitted to Palliative Care Department where Pregabalin was added and Fentanyl was replaced with subcutaneous Morphone 100mg/day. Even with this therapy the patient was still complaining for severe pain located in the perianal region. Rectal exploration was impossible for the extreme pain elicited in the patient by this manoeuvre. After a consultation with the patient’s caregiver and the palliative care staff we decided to propose the patient for ganglion impar Radiofrequency (RF) ablation. Written consent was obtained from the patient. The procedure was performed under sterile conditions with fluoroscopic guidance. Antibiotic prophylaxis with intravenous cefazolin 2 g was given. The patient was prone positioned with a pillow under the iliac crests to reduce lumbar lordosis. Skin was anesthetized with 2% Lidocaine and a 18G 100 mm long RF needle with an active tip of 5 mm was inserted under fluoroscopic lateral vision at the sacro-coccygeal junction and the needle tip was positioned under the sacro-coccygeal ligament. Contrast (ipamidol 300) was injected and no vascular or epidural absorption was noticed, the contrast spread between the coccyx and the rectum outlining the ganglion impar (Figure 2) Sensory stimulation at 50 Hz was performed and the patient reported paraesthesia in the perianal region at 0.4 A intensity.

We excluded involvement of motor fibers with motor stimulation of 1.5A at 2Hz which didn’t elicit any muscle contraction in the perineum or lower limbs. Lidocaine 2% 2 cc was then given through the needle to reduce pain related procedure and RF ablation was performed at 60°-65°-70°-75°-80°C for 90 seconds each. Prior to...
needle removal ropivacaine 0.1% and depomedrol 40 were injected to reduce post procedural pain. The patient was monitored for 4 hours after procedure and no adverse events such as rectal bleeding or neurologic deficits were observed. During the following days the patient reported a substantial improvement in pain with a NRS of 1 during rest and 3 during defecation. 6 months after procedure patient’s conditioned deteriorated and palliative sedation with intravenous morphine was started. Pain was well controlled until her exitus with a basal NRS of 1-2 and 3 during defecation. Morphine was reduced to 40 mg daily after procedure and the dosage was maintained constant except for the last stage.

Discussion

Ganglion impar lesioning was first described by Plancarte in 1990 with a trans-ano-coccygeal approach inserting the needle through the ano-coccygeal ligament. The approach carries a higher risk of rectal perforation and requires a rectal exploration during needle insertion which can be very painful or even impossible in these patients. We prefer using the trans-sacro-coccygeal approach, as described by Wenn in 1995 which carries lower risk of rectal perforation but can be difficult or impossible in case of a calcified sacro-coccygeal ligament. Neurolytic techniques are described with the use of agents such as phenol or alcohol.

Due to the relatively high volumes of fluid injected (4 to 6 ml) these agents carry the risk of lesioning sacral motor fibers. Neurolysis with phenol or alcohol has been reported as efficient in providing pain relief in the short and medium period (up to 6 months). RF ablation uses a high frequency electrical current which heats the target tissue creating a localized coagulative necrosis. Temperature over 60°C is required to create necrosis.

RF procedure contemplate a 50Hz sensitive stimulation to ensure that the needle tip is close to the target and a 2 Hz motor stimulation to exclude proximity of the needle tip to motor fibers. RF has the disadvantage of creating a smaller lesion compared to the spread of neurolytic agents, this is important when the target has a high degree of anatomical variability. However, RF related adverse effects are very infrequent and less severe compared to neurolytic agents. Ganglion Impar RF ablation has been described by several authors in a relatively small number of patients, for both cancer and non-cancer pain. The results are similar to those observed with neurolytic techniques. Dolecek et al. described 18 patients treated with RF reported a satisfactory pain relief in 57% of patients at 12 months follow up while Demircay et al. reported a good pain relief lasting for 6 months in 90% of 10 patients treated with RF. Adas et al. described 41 patients treated with RF for coccydynia and reported a successful outcome at 6 months follow up in 90.2% of patients. Even if only few studies investigated RF ablation, this technique seems to provide comparable results as chemical neurolysis. The small number of studies and population studied prevents from getting precise data regarding the magnitude and frequency of adverse events with both RF and neurolysis which appears to be relatively safe.

Conclusion

Ganglion impar RF ablation is a useful technique for reducing pain arising from pelvic and perineal visceral structures. Anatomical variations of ganglion impar location explains the variations in success of the interventions. Fluoroscopic guidance is mandatory in order to precisely locate the structure, sensory stimulation is a RF feature that can provide more accurate positioning of the needle tip. A direct comparison between RF ablation and neurolysis would be advisable to determine which treatment could be more durable and efficient in this population of patients.
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